Maricunga update - Resource drilling and project financing

Positive results from Maricunga drilling supports potential for significant Resource expansion: LPI recently announced that it has completed its Resource extension drilling program within the project’s Old Code concessions. Drilling reached targeted depths of 400m, and returned average lithium concentrations of 989mg/L (up to >3,000mg/L). The existing Resource (2019) at Maricunga (including both Old Code and New Code concessions) comprises 2.07Mt LCE at average grades of 1,167mg/L, defined to a depth of 200m.

In our view, the drilling results have positive implications for extension of project Resources at depth, noting that LPI has suggested the potential for an increase of 1.5-1.8x the current Resource estimate. An updated Resource estimate is expected by end of the SepQ’21.

Updated Reserves to underpin revised DFS ahead of FID: LPI is now working towards an updated Reserve for the project based on exploitation of Resources within the Old Code concessions (see Staged development now planned for Maricunga), which will support an updated DFS for the project (expected to be completed in mid DecQ’21).

Our current development assumptions entail US$505m capex (LPI attrib. 51%) with annual capacity of 15ktpa LCE and cash costs of US$4,080/t, from 2025. This compares to the 2019 DFS which assessed a US$563m project, with capacity/cash costs of 20ktpa and <US$4,000/t respectively.

Mitsui/financing update: LPI (through local holding co MSB) signed an MoU with Mitsui & Co for a Strategic Alliance for the development of Maricunga in May 2021 (see Strategic alliance with Mitsui for development of Maricunga). The MoU is expected to cover offtake rights (up to 15ktpa LCE) for an initial 10 years, rights to participate in project funding, as well as further collaboration on other potential projects in Chile utilising Mitsui’s technical partner’s DLE technology. Progression of the MoU towards a possible binding arrangement is expected to follow the completion of updated Resources/Reserves.

Valuation & Recommendation
We maintain our SPECULATIVE BUY rating and A$0.55 target price (heavily risked NPV10%).
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